The soft resolution (3:<o,i>)» d) of the sheaf Ok,i of slowly increasing holomorphic functions of (&,/) type is constructed so that the section modules £F(o, p )(£) are Frechet nuclear spaces. Using the above resolution, we construct the mixed type There exist another kind of Fourier hyperfunctions which were announced in T. Kawai [6] to be published as modified Fourier hyperfunctions but actually was not published. It turned out that the new type Fourier hyperfunctions are useful in order to give the equivalent Euclidean formulation of the quantum field theory. We call this new Fourier hyperfunction the second type Fourier hyperfunction in distinction from the old one, the first type Fourier hyperfunction which was developed in T. Kawai [6], In S. Nagamachi and N. Mugibayashi [10], the mixed type Fourier hyperfunctions were used for above purpose. The mixed type Fourier hyperfunctions are those Fourier hyperfunctions which are of the first type in some variables and of the second type in
other variables. The space of mixed type Fourier hyperfunctions is a convenient subspace of the space of the second type Fourier hyperfunctions. Recently, Y. Saburi [13] , [14] completed the theory of the second type Fourier hyperfunctions which he called modified Fourier hyperfunctions there, whereas in S. Nagamachi and N. Mugibayashi [11] , the theory is developed only to fulfill the minimal needs for the application of the quantum field theory.
In this paper we construct the theory of mixed type Fourier hyperfunctions which take their values in a Frechet space. Since the unbounded operator algebra, as was developed by A. Inoue [3] , has a Frechet space structure, it will be possible to define operator valued Fourier hyperfunctions and apply them to the quantum field theory.
In Section 2, we define (Definition 2. 13) the space 3 (.2) of slowly increasing C°°-f unctions, and prove (Theorem 2. 19) that 3 (S) is a Frechet nuclear space.
In Section 4, we prove -the first main result, Theorem 4. 11, which says that the sheaf O k ,i of the slowly increasing holomorphic functions has a soft resolution, where 5^, P ) are sheaves of slowly increasing C°°-(0, p) form.
In Section 5, we prove the vanishing theorems of cohomology groups whose coefficients are in a sheaf 0 fc , z , in a way similar to T. Kawai [6] and Y. Saburi [13] , [14] . In Section 6, using the resolution of Ok.i (Theorem 4. 11), we transfer the results in Section 5 (scalar valued case) to the vector valued case by the tensoring method used in P. D. F. Ion and T. Kawai [4] , where it is important that E is a Frechet space and 3 (S) is a Frechet nuclear space. Thus we have the second main result, Definition 6. 9 and Theorem 6.11, where the space E 3l ktl (Q) of mixed type jE-valued Fourier hyperfunctions is defined and the flabbiness of the sheaf is proved. § 1.
Notations and Conventions
Let *eC fi , z = x + iy and x^R n , y^R n . We follow the standard notations of n-tuple of numbers. Thus, let a= (a i9 -~9(Xrd be w-tuple of nonnegative integers, then D a^d^/ dxi l -"dxl n , where |a|=aH -----\-a n .
The notation \z\ p is used to denote |^i p = |^il p H -----1-\z n \ p , in particular \z\ = |zj| + •*• + \z n \. dX is the Lebesgue measure on R zn ; di
If we consider C" to be the product H (C* 
2^-tuple of nonnegative integers a= (a lf ~',a 2n ). § 2. Function Spaces
In this section, we introduce various function spaces which are used in the theory of Fourier hyperf unctions. To describe the order of the growth or decay at infinity, it is convenient to introduce points at infinity and the neighbourhoods of the points at infinity.
Definition 2.1 (T. Kawai [6] ). We denote by D n the compactification jR^US^T 1 A natural topology is given to the space D n .
(i) For x^R n , a fundamental system of neighbourhoods of x is the set of open balls containing the point x.
(ii) For .reS^" a is some vector in JR n , so that C+a is a cone with its vertex at a, and signifies the points at infinity of that cone.
In the theory of Fourier hyperfunctions of the second type or mixed type, we use the following compactification. Proof. See Theorem 11 of H. Komatsu [7] . Proof. This proposition is a direct consequence of the following theorem. (ii) 0(*)<0 on THC*;
We can also construct {J? p } in a way similar to that in Theorem 2. 2. 1 of T. Kawai [6] Proof. Since the inclusion relation is obvious from the definition, this corollary is the direct consequence of Proposition 3. 3. 
Proof.
We have only to prove that dw/dzj^L 2 sup \D«a Itj 
Then: (i) The image im% is closed in Xj +1 if and only if the image im u'j is (weakly*) closed in X'j.
(ii) Suppose that both im u % and imu z are closed. Let Z=keru 2 , B^imut, Z* = ker u{ and B*=imz4.
Then the quotient space H=Z/B is Frechet and its dual space H f is identified with the quotient space H* = Z*/B* as a set. If X 2 is (FS*) then His (FS*) and the strong dual space H! is isomorphic to H* equipped 'with the bornologic or the Mackey topology associated with the quotient topology in H*. If X 2 is (FS) , then so is H and H' is isomorphic to H*.
Proof. See Theorem 19 of H. Komatsu [7] . 
. Vanishing Theorems and Duality Theorems of Cohomology Groups
In this section, we use the resolution of O^.i by the projective limit of L z spaces which is convenient to give duality theorems. This resolution was used by T. Kawai [6] in type I case and by Y. Saburi [13] ,
[14] in type II case. In the case of mixed type, we can also obtain the Z, 2 resolution of O^.i and calculate the cohomology groups in the same way.
In this section we use the following definition of 0 fc>r pseudoconvexity which was used in T. Kawai [6] and Y. Saburi [13] , [14] , and is weaker than Definition 4. 5. Proof. For the type I and type II cases, this theorem has been proved by T. Kawai [6] and Y. Saburi [13] respectively. For the mixed type we can prove it in a way similar to T. Kawai [6] and Y. Saburi [13] .
We have only to mix their methods. Proof. We can prove the theorem in the same way as Theorem 3.1.8 in T. Kawai [6] .
Using above theorems, we have the following theorem. We observe, first, that 3(Q 9 E) can be canonically injected in L(Ei;3(Q)) the space of continuous linear mapping from E' r to S'Gfi), where the index r means Mackey's topology on E' r , i.e., the topology of uniform convergence on the convex balanced weakly compact subset of E. Indeed, let f^*3:(Q 9 E) and consider the complex valued function, defined in J2flC n , z-^^e\f(z)y where e' is an arbitrary element in E' '.
It is easy to see that the function <X,/(V)> belongs to 3:(,fi). Now let a be arbitrary 2^-tuple such that ajf^m, and K is a compact set in J2. Then Proof. This is a direct consequence of the exact sequence (6. 2) . 
